TWO YEARS ON
NEPAL EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE

World Vision continues to reach out to those who are most in need, providing critical humanitarian support, and helping Nepal build back better.

526,873 people reached with emergency response including

231,431 children

LIVELIHOODS

55 Irrigation systems rehabilitated
65 Roads rehabilitated
7,840 Households received agriculture inputs
363 Saving groups established and strengthened

HEALTH

12 Health posts constructed /repaired
31 Women, Adolescent, Youth and Child Spaces constructed
3,623 Baby hygiene kits
376 Health workers trained

SHELTER AND INFRASTRUCTURE

21,400 Households supported to build semi-permanent make-shift shelter
9,780 People oriented on Build Back Better
99 Masons trained

WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE

153 Water systems
11,448 Toilets
22,492 Clean water kits
14,442 Hygiene kits
123,377 People reached through hygiene promotion trainings

LIVELIHOODS

14 Schools repaired/rehabilitated
62 TLCs with WASH facilities
1,002 Children re-enrolled in educational institutions
9,264 Student kits
329 Teachers trained

EDUCATION

12 Health posts constructed /repaired
31 Women, Adolescent, Youth and Child Spaces constructed
3,623 Baby hygiene kits
376 Health workers trained

CHILD PROTECTION

35 Child friendly spaces
2,210 Children trained on child protection
5,158 Children provided with psychosocial support

CASH

182,690 People received cash support

DRR and GESI

2,975 Households trained on Disaster Risk Management

RESPONSE DISTRICTS*

Bhaktapur, Dhading, Dolakha, Gorkha, Kathmandu, Lamjung, Lalitpur, Nuwakot, Sindhuli and Sindhupalchowk

*Progress as of March 2017

APR - SEPT 2015
OCT 2015 - SEPT 2016
OCT 2016 - APR 2018

25 April 2015 7.8 magnitude earthquake
12 May 2015 7.3 magnitude earthquake
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